Installation Information

Item #P0012, P0012X, P0463, with Crosspoint Handles or P0587, P0598, P0599 with Lever Handles (not shown)
Antique Reproduction Faucet Pair

Warranted only if installed by a qualified licensed plumber. Use Teflon tape on all threaded connections.

Minimum hole size in sink or deck is 1” diameter
Maximum deck/sink thickness is 1 ¼”

1. Shut off the water supply before installation.

2. Minimum hole diameter size of 1” is required in sink or deck.

3. Insert threaded shank through the hole in the deck or sink. Place lockdown nuts on shanks and tighten faucet to deck.

4. Attach supply lines to the ½” IPS faucet shank.

5. Make no adjustments to valves or valve stems. They are tested at the factory for optimum performance.

Parts Included:

(2) Valve Body w/ ½” IPS hookup
(2) Lock Down Nuts
(2) Supply Nut/Washers
(2) Handles